41211 - UHU patafix deco 32 Glue Pads multi language - 40660

patafix deco

32 strong, removable and reusable glue pads
Application
Coverage: silicon- treated paper, film
Directions for use:
1) Pull off a glue pad and 2) Knead until soft. 3) Distribute evenly (every 5-10
cm, depending on size of object to be fixed). 4) Fix item in place by pressing
firmly to the surface to which you want to attach it. 5) To remove, carefully
detach the object by applying light rotational motion or by pulling it off from
surface. To reuse: repeat from 2).
Stains/residue: Possible residue can be removed by dabbing with another
glue pad. UHU patafix may leave a greasy mark on absorbent surfaces; this can
usually be removed with benzine.
Technical specifications
Appearance: Strips of adhesives pads
Chemical base: modified polybutene caoutchouc
Colour: Beige
Consistency: Solid
Storage conditions
Product should be stored in a dry, cool and frost free place.
Product description
UHU patafix deco – the strong and clever helper for your decorations!
Strong, removable and reusable glue pads for affixing all kinds of decoration
accessories of up to 2kg (in optimum application conditions). The kneadable
bulk fills hollow spaces and thus also adapts perfectly to uneven surfaces.
Dermatologically tested.*

Pack sizes
32 Glue pads

*UHU patafix deco achieved the result “VERY GOOD” in dermatological tests
carried out by the independant institute dermatest®.
Field of application
Affix decorations and accessories of all kinds weighing up to 2kg on various
surfaces. The kneadable bulk fills hollow spaces and thus also adapts perfectly
to uneven surfaces. The maximum load of 2kg is achieved under optimal
conditions, i.e. flat objects (depth < 1cm) on smooth and solid surfaces, using
a minimum of 6 pads at room temperature (see user instructions). Not suitable
for delicate materials or surfaces. Do not use on recently painted areas and
wallpaper. Try on small sample first.
Properties
· Strong, removable and reusable
· For affixing of decorations and accessories
· Dermatologically tested
· Made in Germany
Preparation
Personal safety: Keep away from children: Danger of confusion with chewing
gum.
Surface requirements: Bonding surfaces must be clean, dry and free of oil,
grease and dust.
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Note: This information is the result of carefully executed tests. This Technical Data Sheet has been prepared to the best of our knowledge to provide you with advice when gluing. We cannot be held responsible for the
results or any damage suffered, as the variety of factors involved (type and combination of materials and working method) are beyond our control. Users have to carry out their own checks and trials. Liability can only be
accepted for the consistently high quality of our product.

